Information requested:
1. Is a construction permit needed for the project? No construction permit is
required. It is a new building under construction. PSO has an open construction
permit for the building already.

Classrooms 1,2,3
1. Is the AV contractor supplying the presentation podiums in classrooms 1,2,
and 3? Yes
2. Will the presentation podium house the AV equipment for each classroom?
Yes
3. Will there be a floor box at each presentation podium? No, connections will be
in the wall
4.

How will the end user control the AV system? We would like one master control
station. We do not have a preference of equipment or software to be used and would
like the vendor to spec out the system.

5. Where does the camera for video conferencing get mounted in each
classroom? I'd suggest camera facing the class room.
6. Do you want the 75” touch display USB connected to a PC in each classroom?
Yes, the interactive board will need a PC, preferably mounted on the backside of the
board. We prefer a mini form factor PC.

Classroom 4
1. Is the AV contractor supplying the presentation podium in classroom 4? For
video conferencing in classroom 4 we need microphones in the classroom, speakers
and video camera. This equipment must connect directly to a computer or some sort
of control system for the connections to be shared. If we connect it directly to the
Aquos board PC, this would need to function as the PC and computer for that room.
Without using some sort of centralized system, if anyone comes into this location
with their own device they would need to disconnect the microphone, speaker and
video camera wiring from the Aquos board PC. To answer the vendor's question, the
vendor will be tasked with providing the podium from either themselves or a vendor
the sub-contract.
2. Will the presentation podium house the AV equipment? I think it would be ideal
for the podium to house the AV equipment as the presenter may need to share
content to the Aquos board or have a video conference.
3. Do you want the 75” touch display USB connected to a PC? Yes, the interactive
board will need a PC, preferably mounted on the backside of the board. We prefer a
mini form factor PC.
4. Where will the master control station be located? Depending on equipment
selected by vendor the control station can be In-room or in podium.

Standard Conference Room
1. Where will the master control station be located? Preferably mounted below
TV.
2. Who is providing the conference room table? PSO is. The conference table will
have a power and USB grommet in the center of the table with a cord that goes to the
wall.
3. How many HDMI inputs are needed at the conference room table? 1
4. Where will the AV equipment be housed? Preferably mounted below TV.

Lobby Display
1. Which MVIX digital signage player is required? MVIX Xhibit Plus Player, software
is bundled with player [Use PRO version of software]

2. What MVIX digital signage software is required?

